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      23775 Add new option to process all EDI customers

 

Change 810 screen to add option to generate all customer
810s in single pass.;810 Generator screen

Enhancement

      23738 Add setup option to move data from bundlecode field to
bundlecode2 field for
processing.

 

Add new setup option (AMSBUNDLE1).  If set, move data
from bundlecode to bundlecode2 in amsproduce table. 
(used to auto bundle ams created items);

AMS
Enhancement

      23743 Add logic to put shipvia into amsbundle.trucknum field
during AMS upload

 

Fill out amsbundle.trucknum with SO shipvia.;
AMS Bundle Upload

Enhancement

      23732 Add Billmast.duedate and billmast.sodate to the
consolidated billing form.

Add billmast.sodate and billmast.duedate to c_master
cursor.

Report Sets
Consolidated Billing Form

Enhancement

      23762 Need to change EDI information sent to one specific
customer (Custno TITANHO). Currently sending a small
amount of BILLTO data and complete SOLDTO Data.
For this customer, do not send any SOLDTO data, but
rather the complete BILLTO data. Specifically, Bill to
Name, Address, City, Province, PostalCode (see
attached image).

Add new logic to westfrom EDI to make SO record = billto
data for TITANHO billto.

EDI
EDI Info Change

Enhancement

      23722 When using GenPo to send line items to QuickBuy,
there needs to be logic to determine if a SO line item
has been manually linked to a PO to prevent that line
from being sent to QuickBuy and causing dulplicate
purchasing.

Add check for PO linked to SO directly from PO screen.  If
found, do not allow PO generation for that line.

Procurement
GenPO & QuickBuy

Enhancement
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      23769 Add SO type filter to Gross Margin reports. 
GMARGININV, GMARGINSO, GMARGINCINV

Add SO type filter to Gross Margin reports.  GMARGININV,
GMARGINSO, GMARGINCINV

Report Sets
Gross Margin Reports

Enhancement

      23750 For inventory share process, add a link between the
inputs and outputs and save that link with the ouputs
during modification processing.

Push original pnumbers into asn field in itemact records. 
Use this field to match inputs to outputs during xa upload
file processing.

Item Control (Inventory)
Inputs/outputs in mod proc

Enhancement

      23737 Add lot, block, serial in task grid report cursor Add lot, block and section to task grid. (lot, block and
lsection in cursor)

Task Management
Lot/Block/Serial

Enhancement

      23776 Add program that will print Project ID and a PL-number
(from any incomplete line item) based on a user-input
PWO number.  The barcode is for the PL number.  The
program should ask for a quantity of labels.  The label is
2x1 and will print on a Zebra (not a sheet label).  

Create screen and label per request.  Label template is
lpwoopen.txt.  Template will have to adjust to fit on 2x1
label.

Production
New PWO Label Screen

Enhancement

      23764 Create new POSKIPLABELSCOIL flag to skip printing
coil labels during PO receipt

 

Add new POSKIPLABELSCOIL setup option, if set skip
printing labels during receipt of coils;PO Receipt

Enhancement

      23772 Change default whse logic

On new PO, apply in this order

Vendor Default whse (sold From Screen)
User Default whse (on User screen)
System Defa whse (def in rule)

 Do not change whse on edit based on any of these
rules

 

Change default whse logic to
Vendor whse
User whse 
System defa whse.
Do not update whse on edit unless changed by user.;

Purchase Orders
PO Screen

Enhancement
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      23745 Change logic to fill out shiptoid at carton level for first
level cartons based
on SO of items in carton.

 

Change logic to fills out shiptoid on first level cartons.;
Post Load Report

Enhancement

      23768 Add edit in grid functionality to the Production
Scheduling (SCHEDMASG2) screen so users can enter
PWO Comments directly in the grid.

Change PWOCOmment to be editable in grid.  Write
changes back to PWO on exit of field

Production
Production Scheduling Display

Enhancement

      23760 Update Production Completed (PWOLIST) report with
department filter.

Add Single Dept filter to Report.Production
Production completed report

Enhancement

      23744 Add setup option to modify Prompt 74.  Auto
bundle/carton print feature: allow user to scan a line in
74, then they would be prompted to  "Print XXX labels
for XXX each's" on the line item, and it would print out
the detail label and the outer carton label for this line.

When user scans the SO Line, it would ask how many
cartons, how many in each carton, then make carton
labels, with that many already scanned into each carton

New Logic would:
Create and print the outer carton
Load the carton with specified pieces
Create and print the detail label

After the load prompt, user will receive a prompt that
asks "Print outer labels?-1 Print Detail labels?-2 Print
both?-3" which will allow the user to decide if they need
to print both the outter and detail carton label.

Create new process in 74 to allow auto create and load of
cartons.  Will not work with serial/lot items.
Scan SO
Enter *
Scan SO Line
Enter Number of Cartons
Enter Number Per carton
Enter Number of Items to Load
Enter type of label (both, carton, bundle)
Fill out prompts for first cart (name, type, location)
System then makes all cartons, packs items into cartons,
prints bundle labels
;

Accounting Connector
Prompt 74

Enhancement

      23747 Change P# logic to locate correct SO line for checking
qty to load.

Change logic to process P# scan during Prompt 79
correctly;

Warehouse Managment System
Prompt 79

Enhancement
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      23757 Remove the company name from the carton label
generated through prompt 79.

Add logic to check for single customer and single so on
linked SE.  Suppress customer and/or SO if multiple linked
to SE;

Warehouse Managment System
Prompt 79 (clabel)

Enhancement

      23758 Created setup option to halt users from loading 2 items
from different sales orders into lower level cartons.

Add new setup option (79LOCKSO) if enabled, the carton
is locked to SO of the first item added to it (unable to add
items from different SO) Only checked at the SO# line/P#
level.  Loading cartons into cartons is not changed.;

Warehouse Managment System
Prompt 79 Stop

Enhancement

      23763 Move logic from 23723 to RFQ Verified that NS descriptions can be edited during adding
of item.;

Accounting Connector
RFQ Non Stock Desc

Enhancement

      23770 Socdesc reset to show keynos instead of list answers on
edit of other lines

 

Change logic to ensure that socdesc has answers to list
type questions not keynos when other lines are edited.;RFQ Screen

Enhancement

      23771 Change Config Answer Extra Note logic to process all
answers.  Current logic
stops processing item after first answer is found that has
note.

 

Change logic to continue to check other answers for
custom notes, append notes to note in order of questions.;RFQ Screen

Enhancement

      23773 Change logic to use openqty instead of qtyord when
starting processing.

 

Change printse to use qtyopen instead of qtyord when
starting processing.  Set qtyord = qtyopen at end of
processing so that either can be used on reports.;

SE Preload Report
Enhancement
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      23741 Add check of shipto for log6 = 'y' before adding
FuelSurchages 
(looks for FUEL in item code)

 

Add logic to check shipvia (log6) for Add FuelSurchage
Flag.  If found, and billto has SUR-FUEL flag, then add
surchage.  If log6 not set, then do not add surcharge. 
Logic looks for FUEL in itemcode to flag surchage as fuel
surcharge.;

SUR-Logic
Enhancement

      23748 Add a setup option that disables the schedule conflict
message which occurs when you schedule a resource
for a time that overlaps an existing task.

Change task screen to use new ALLOWOVERLAP setup
option.  If enabled, do not show message on conflict, just
schedule as entered.

Task Management
Schedule Conflict Message

Enhancement

      23767 On CoilFind, the printer number does not update.  When
printing tags, the prompt
has the wrong printer name.  (the tags print to the
selected printer)

 

Make the font smaller, field larger to show full printer
name  (ftp printers
have long names) on both findcoil and displaycoil

 

Change findcoil to update printer number on change of
printer.  Change prompt to show correct printer name when
printing.
Make printer field larger and smaller font to show full
printer name

Change display coil label screen to make printer field
larger and smaller font to show entire printer name.;

Selecting BarCode Printers
Enhancement

      23755 Change SE Load Carton shipping logic to automatically
ship 100% of the open SUR
amount during the carton ship process

 

Change SO screen to reuse existing SUR lines when
recaclulating SUR amounts (to keep shipped status)

Change SE Add ship carton logic to handle SUR lines like
FRT, but don't show user box (Ship all unshipped lines,
flag as shipped after first shipment so they will not ship
again if SE is shipped again before invoice is generated);

Surcharge logic
Enhancement

      23754 Make AMSCOIL record if making coils and ams is
enabled.

 

Change CertPWO program to make amscoil record for
coils where ams.material is filled out.;Wireless Production

Enhancement
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      23774 Add new PRINTCOILLABEL to allow override of
NOLABLESONASSEMBLY for coils during
wireless production.  If set, the coil labels will print even
if
NOLABELSONASSEMBLY is enabled.

 

Add new CID option (PRINTCOILLABEL), if set and
SKIPLABLESONASSEMBLY set, print coil tags anyway
(Wireless production);

Wireless Production
Enhancement

      23739 Change logic to match mod processed lines by ikey 
(input = output)

 

Change XA InvUpload logic to use ikey to match inputs
and outputs to find adj lot number.  No other link between
inputs and outputs.;

XA Inventory Upload
Enhancement

      23740 Add logic to fill out unit weight in SO lines

 

Add logic to fill out sotran.unitw based on itemmaster unit
and fqty (config len);XA Transfer Orders

Enhancement

31Total Number of Changes:
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